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A b s t r a c t .  In multilevel secure database systems, higher level transac- 
tions are either delayed or aborted when they read lower level data, due 
to lock conflicts with updating lower level transactions. Multiversion data 
has been suggested in the literature as a way to prevent lower reading 
transaction from getting delayed or aborted. In these multiversion pro- 
tocols transactions that read lower level data are provided older versions 
of the data and thus low reading and writing operations are allowed to 
proceed concurrently. However almost all of these algorithms suffer from 
shortcomings - either they require a potentially unbounded number of 
versions to be maintained in the system, or they enforce a time limit in 
which higher level transactions have to complete. Maintaining multiple 
committed versions adds additional overhead to the system. Moreover, 
these algorithms always provide older copies of data for reading by higher 
level transactions which may not be acceptable for certain applications. 
We propose a secure concurrency control algorithm that is based on a 
locking strategy and that requires only two versions - one committed and 
one non-committed version - of data. All read operations, high or low, 
are performed on the previous committed version while the write oper- 
ation proceeds on the uncommitted version. Thus no read operation is 
ever given an outdated copy. Moreover, extra overhead for version man- 
agement is lesser than the other protocols because almost all transaction 
management systems maintains a before-image of data for recovery pur- 
poses and our scheme takes advantage of this before-image value. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Transactions are an important  programming paradigm for simplifying the devel- 
opment of applications that  require concurrent access to shared mutable data. A 
transaction can be informally defined to be a collection of operations (a program) 
bracketed by two markers: Begin_Transaction and End_transaction [16]. Transac- 
tions provide the ACID properties in a program, which allow the programmer 
to pay lesser attention to concurrency and failure issues during program devel- 

opment. 
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While transaction management techniques and algorithms are fairly well un- 
derstood for traditional database systems, they are much less well understood 
for multilevel secure (MLS) systems. In these systems, the data and user pro- 
cesses are classified into different (possibly hierarchical) security levels. Access 
to a data item by a process is allowed only if the access satisfies the following 
two mandatory access control rules (cf. [3]): 

1. a process P can read data item x only if security level of x is lower than or 
equal to that of P and 

2. P can write into x only if x is at the same security level as x. 

These restrictions together with the need to avoid covert timing channels prevent 
the lock based concurrency control protocols of classical transaction processing 
from being used without modification in the MLS environment [5, 15]. 

A number of secure concurrency control techniques have been prop0~d ifl 
the literature which address the problem of covert timing channels. Some of 
these works [12, 7] that employ a lock based protocol on single version data, 
abort a higher level transaction Ti that is reading down, when a lower level 
updating transaction Tj conflicts with T~. The drawback of these protocols is 
that transactions that read down may be subject to starvation. Other works 
have been proposed that employ time stamp ordering for concurrency control. 
Amman and Jajodia [2] give two time stamp based algorithms on single version 
data that yield serializable schedules; however both of them suffer from indefinite 
delays of higher level transactions. 

Some secure versions of commercial database management systems have pro- 
vided secure concurrency control algorithms; however the algorithms are not al- 
ways completely satisfactory. For example the algorithm of the Trusted Oracle 
DBMS [13], based on a combination of two phase locking, timestamp ordering 
and multiversioning, generate histories that are not always one-copy serializable. 
As an additional example, Informix-OnLine/Secure DBMS [9, 10] uses an ap- 
proach in which a low level transaction is granted a write lock on a data item 
even if a higher level transaction holds a read lock on the same data item. Further 
the high level transaction is allowed to continue without aborting, thus creating 
non serializable schedules. 

Researchers have also looked into using multiple versions of data for secure 
concurrency control. In all these works, higher level transactions are given older 
versions of the data for reading down. Keefe and Tsai [11] propose a scheduler 
based on multiple versions of data and a priority queue of transactions according 
to their access classes. This approach is secure and starvation free. However an 
important drawback of this approach is that a high level transaction is always 
placed before all active low transactions and as a result it is given much older 
versions of the low data items than may be acceptable. Moreover maintaining 
multiple versions of data and accessing them involves additional costs, more so 
because this method may require a potentially unbounded number of versions. 

A second work by Ammann, Jaeckle and Jajodia [1] proposes a concurrency 
control protocol using two snapshots of the database in addition to the most 
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recently committed version - i.e. three copies of the database. This protocol 
represents a significant improvement over [11] as it requires a fixed number of 
versions. The protocol can be naturally implemented using timestamp ordering, 
although other scheduling algorithms can be used to control the transactions 
executing at a given security level. However, the algorithm ensures serializabil- 
ity only by enforcing a fixed time limit on each transaction during which the 
transaction must complete or get aborted. 

A more recent work [14] has proposed a locking protocol using two commit- 
ted versions of data which produces one-copy serializable and strict schedules. 
In this protocol, higher level transactions read down on an earlier committed 
version of the data while transactions accessing data at their own level execute 
on the later committed version. The protocol is free of starvation of higher level 
transactions because a higher level transaction is never aborted due to a lower 
level transaction. However, the protocol is too conservative. It imposes a deadline 
within which transactions must complete if they read data at dominated levels. 
If they cannot, then such transactions have to be aborted, possibly resulting 
in indefinite delay of such transactions. Moreover, higher level transactions are 
always given older versions of the data to read, and this may not be acceptable 
always. 

In this work we propose a lock based secure concurrency control protocol 
on two versions of data. Unlike [14] we use one committed version of the data 
and one uncommitted version. Whenever a transaction Ti writes a data item 
x, it creates a new version of the data. Transactions that read the data item 
(both higher level transactions and those at the same level as the data item), 
continue to read the committed version. If a second transaction Tj wants to 
write x, it has to wait till Ti commits. When Ti commits, the version of x 
that it wrote, becomes the new committed version. The old committed version 
is now discarded. Maintaining these two versions of data does not impose any 
additional cost on the system. A transaction processing system almost always 
have to maintain a before image information of at least those data items which 
have been updated by active transactions. This is for recovery purposes in case 

these updating transactions abort. Using two versions of data for concurrency 
control thus does not entail any additional cost to data management and hence 

seems to be useful. 

Our locking protocol uses two additional lock modes besides the conven- 
tional read and write locks on data items. The current protocol is based on the 
ideas presented in one of our earlier works [5]. We propose new language primi- 
tives which can be used by the sophisticated programmer to support advanced 
programming paradigms like exception handling, forward recovery and partial 
rollback within a transaction. Our locking protocol together with these prim- 
itives provide secure yet flexible transaction processing in a multilevel secure 
database system. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the security 
model for our concurrency control protocol. Section 3 describes the locking pro- 
tocol while section 4 describes the various locking modes, the lock compatibility 
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matrix and the algorithm for the Lock Manager. Section 5 introduces the lan- 
guage primitives used for transaction processing and gives an algorithm for the 
transaction manager to implement these primitives. Correctness proof for the 
locking protocol is provided in Section 6. Finally the paper concludes in Section 
7. 

2 Security Model 

The multi level secure system consists of a set D of data  items, a set T of 
transactions (subjects) which manipulate these data  items and a lattice S of 
security levels, called the security lattice, whose elements are ordered by the 
dominance relation _.  If two security levels si and sj are ordered in the lattice 
such that  si ~ s j, then sj dominates si. A security level si is said to be strictly 
dominated by a security level s j ,  denoted as si -~ sj if si _ sj and i ~ j .  Each 
data  item from the set D and every transaction from the set T is assigned a 
fixed security level. 

In order for a transaction Ti to access a data  item x, the following two 
necessary conditions must be satisfied: 

1. T~ is allowed a read access to data  item xonty  if L(x) ~_ L(Ti). In other words 
the transaction must be at a security level that  dominates the security level 
of the data  item x in order for Ti to read x. 

2. Ti is allowed a write access to the data  item x only if L(x) = L(Ti). That  is, 
the transaction must be at the same security level as the data  item x, if it 
has to write to x. 

Note that  the second constraint is the restricted version of the *--property 
which allows transactions to write to higher levels [3, 6]; the constrained version 
is desirable for integrity reasons. 

3 Overview of the Locking Protocol 

We use two versions of the data  for transaction processing. Initially all data  items 
in the system has only one version. Transactions that  want to read a data  item 
x, reads the only version that  is present. When a transaction Ti, wants to write 
to the data  item x, it creates a new version xi of the data  item. Consequently, 
transaction Ti does not conflict with any other transaction (higher or at the 
same level) that  reads x. If transaction Tj, wants to read x after Ti has written 
to it but  before Ti completes, it reads the older version x of the data  item and 
consequently does not conflict with Ti. One the other hand if Tj wants to write 
x it has to wait until Ti completes. If the transaction Ti wants to read x after 
it has created the new version x~, it reads the version x~. When Ti completes 
execution by committing, the old version x is discarded, and all transaction 
begins accessing the new version xi. If on the other hand Ti aborts then the 
version xi it created, is discarded and transactions continue accessing the old 
version x. 
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Note that  in the above protocol a read operation on a data  item x is allowed 
to proceed simultaneously with a write on the same data  x. The only time 
this should not be allowed is when the old version of x, that  was being used for 
reading purposes, is discarded and replaced with the latest version. This "version 
switch" occurs at the commit time of the updating transaction; thus the commit 
of the updating transaction should be delayed till such time when there is no 
transaction reading x. However, we cannot delay the commit of the updating 
transaction if there is a higher level transaction that  is reading x. Doing so 
opens up the same timing covert channel that  we have been trying to avoid. 

To do all this, the update transaction T~ converts its write locks to certify 
locks - locks that  conflicts with both read and write lock - after the last write 
operation. Since the certify lock conflicts with both read and write locks, this 
process of upgrading has to wait till such time as conflicting read locks on same 
data  items have been released. The conversion of write locks to certify locks is 
allowed to proceed even if there are higher level transactions with read lock on 
lower level da ta  that  has been written by the update transaction (We should 
point out here that  to read a lower level data, a higher level transaction acquires 
a different kind of read lock on the data; we call these locks, signal locks to dif- 
ferentiate from the conventional read locks. Signal locks have different properties 
than ordinary read locks. We discuss this in more details in the next section.) Fi- 
nally, note tha t  the upgrading process does not have to wait for conflicting write 
locks of different update transactions at the same level as such locks cannot exist 
during the lock conversion time. 

To prevent the lock conversion from waiting on high transactions, we adopt 
the notion of signals proposed in [5]. If a write lock on a data  item x is converted 
to a certify lock even when there are high level transactions with lower level read 
locks (read signal locks) on x, a lock exception arises; the high level transactions 
with low read locks on x are notified of the lock exceptions by the Lock Manager. 
The latter sends signals to the respective high level transactions to achieve this. 
Before the high level transactions commit they have to handle all accumulated 
lock exceptions. We call this process of handling lock exceptions as servicing 
signals. 

A high level transaction can service a signal in a number of ways. It can choose 
to ignore the signal; it can choose to abort  if a signal comes. The former way of 
handling signals result in non-serializable histories, while the latter guarantees 
serializability but  may result in starvation of the higher level transaction. The 
higher level transaction may opt for servicing the signal in more sophisticated 
ways than these two. These include performing partial or complete rollback of 
the transaction with re-execution, or performing some kind of a forward recovery 
(like re-reading the lower level data  and continuing with the execution). Rollback 
with re-execution guarantees serializability whereas forward recovery achieves 
weaker notions of correctness which may be useful depending on the application. 
In our model we allow the sophisticated programmer to decide how a higher level 
transaction should service signals (if and when required). However, since such 
a decision affects correctness, the naive programmer is limited to the default 
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behavior that  guarantees serializability. 
In the following section we describe the different lock modes that  we employ 

and the locking protocol. This is followed by a description of the Lock Manager. 

4 Secure Two-vers ion Two Phase  Locking Protoco l  

To support  secure concurrency control on two-version data, we extend the con- 
ventional two-phase locking protocol to employ four different lock modes. A 
transaction Ti is required to lock a data  item in the proper mode prior to ac- 
cessing it. The different lock modes are: 

R e a d  L o c k  If Ti wants to read a data  item x, at the same security level as Ti, 
it has to acquire a read lock on x. 

S igna l  Lock  If Ti wants to read a data  item x, at a security level lower than 
itself, it has to acquire a signal lock on x . 

W r i t e  Loc k  If Ti wants to write to data  item x, which is at its own security 
level, it has to acquire a write lock on x. 

C e r t i f y  L o c k  When Ti has acquired the last write lock and before it commits, 
it has to convert all its write locks into certify locks. 

The lock compatibility matrix given in figure 1 determines how the Lock 
Manager satisfies lock request by a transaction when there is a lock already in 
place on the same data  item. A "yes" in a cell [i,j] of the lock matrix implies 
that  the requested lock i does not conflict with the already granted lock j; a "no" 
implies that  the lock i does conflict with lock j. 

Referring to the compatibility matr ix we find that  a read lock or a signal 
lock does not conflict with a write lock on the same data  item whereas a write 
lock does conflict with another write lock on the same data  item. A read lock 
conflicts with a certify lock. So does a write lock. Signal locks on the other hand 
may or may not conflict with certify locks, depending on which is granted first. 
If a signal lock is requested by a higher level transaction Ti on a lower level data  
item x, and there is no certify lock already on x, the signal lock is granted; if 
on the other hand a lower level transaction Tj already has a certify lock on x, 
Ti has either to wait for Tj to release the certify lock or get aborted. Conversely 
however, if the lower level transaction Tj requests a certify lock on x when the 
higher level transaction Ti has a signal lock on x, the certify lock is granted. Such 
a strategy is necessary because we cannot delay or abort  a lower level transaction 
due to a higher level transaction without opening up a covert channel. 

A transaction Ti can write a data  item x at its own security level, provided 
that  there is no uncommitted transaction in the system Tj, such that  L(Tj) 
= L(TI) and Tj writes to x. At some point in the execution of Ti, after it has 
completed all its write operations but  before it commits, the transaction manager 
(TM) for Ti a t tempts  to convert all the write locks acquired by Ti, into certify 
locks. This conversion takes place only if no other transaction Tj, at the same 
level as Ti, holds a read lock on x. Note that  at this point Tj cannot be holding 
a write lock, and hence a certify lock, on x. 
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~ ted 

Requested 

Read 

Writa 

Signal 

Certify 

Read Writa Signal Certify 

Yes Yes Yes No 

Yes No Yes No 

Yes Yes Yes No 

No No Yes No 

Yes = Lock is granted 

No = Lock is not granted 

Fig. 1. Lock Compatibility Matrix for Two Version Data 

The Lock Manager allows the conversion of the write lock to a certify lock 
even if a higher level transaction Tk holds a signal lock on x. The high level 
transaction Tk receives a signal from the Lock Manager, that  identifies the data  
item x as one with a newer value. As mentioned in Section 3 this signal needs 
to be handled properly before Tk commits. Note that  the transaction Tk can 
receive more than one signal, one corresponding to each of the low data  items 
that  Tk has read, and all these signals have to be serviced before Tk can commit. 
To guarantee serializability, Tk has to perform a rollback (partial or complete) 
and re-execute (some or all) steps. However, our model also allows Tk to abort  
(serializability guaranteed), or do some forward recovery (serializability may not 
be guaranteed but  may produce useful consistency results suitable for the ap- 
plication). The transaction programmer is empowered with making the choice. 
Using the transaction primitives that  we have defined, the transaction program- 
mer can specify within the body of the transaction T~ one or more pieces of code 
on what to do if such signals need to be serviced. Further, if the programmer is 
not sure about  how to handle these signals, the system implements the default 
behavior which achieves serializability. 
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L o c k M a n a g e r  0 
loop 
Receive(TMi,T~ ,op,x,mode); 
case mode do 

Read / Write / Certify: 
If L(TM~) ~ L(TI) :~ L(x) then 

Send (TM~,Ti, "lock-illegal" ); 
Signal: 

If L(TMt) r L(T~) OR L(T~) -~ L(x) 
Send(TMz ,T~, "lock-illegal" ); 

endcase 
case op do 

Lock: 
if mode ~ Certify then 

If mode does not conflict with other locks that are already set on x 
then SetLock(Ti ,x,mode); 

Send(TMt ,Ti, "lock-granted" ); 
else Delay(T~,x,mode); 

else 

endcase 
forever 

Unlock: 

let x 1 . . .  xn be the data items locked in 
write mode by T~ 

for each xl do 
if there is no Tk with a read lock on x~ then 

for each Tj that  has a signal lock on xi do 
notify the transaction manager for Tj of a 

new value for xl; 
else Delay(Ti ,xl ,Certify); 

Send (TMI,T~, "lock-granted "); 

ReleaseLock(T/,x,mode); 
Send(TMi,Ti,"unlock-ok');  
If there is some transaction Tk that had previously 

requested a lock of mode mk on x, but was not granted the lock, 
then awake Tk; 
SetLock(T~,x,m~); 
Send(TML(Tk),T:,,"lock-granted"); 

Fig. 2. Lock Manager Module 

4.1 The Lock Manager 

The Lock Manager component in our model is made trusted. Its duties are 
summarized by the algorithm in Figure 2. There is one transaction manager 
at each security level which is untrusted. The transaction manager at security 
level l sends a request of the form (Sender, Ti, op, data - id, mode) to the lock 
manager. Here Sender is the identity of the transaction manager sending the 
request, Ti is the identifier of the transaction requiring the operation, op is the 
type of operation (i.e., lock or unlock) requested on the data item data-id and 
mode is the particular lock mode requested. Before setting any lock, the Lock 
Manager checks if the security level of the transactiofl manager requesting the 
operation and the transaction named in the request are same and compatible 
with the lock mode requested for the. data item named. 
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Delay(T,~,mode) puts  the  t r ansac t ion  T in wai t ing  for a lock of t ype  mode 
Receive(From,T,op,x,mode) r e tu rns  a ope ra t ion  reques t  f rom the  t r a n s a c t i o n  m a n a g e r  

From; the  opera t ion  is op on d a t a  x wi th  m o d e  mode 
Send(To,T,response) sends response to t r a n s a c t i o n  m a n a g e r  To for t r an sac t i o n  T 
SetLock(T,x,mode) adds  to the  lock tab le  for t r ansac t ion  T a lock en t ry  of 

t ype  mode for d a t a  x 
ReleaseLock(T,x,mode) removes  f rom T's lock tab le  the  en t ry  co r re spond ing  to the  

lock of m o d e  mode on x 

Fig. 3. Notations used in Figure 2 

5 L a n g u a g e  S u p p o r t  f o r  T r a n s a c t i o n  P r o c e s s i n g  

To support our locking protocol we propose a set of new language primitives. 
These primitives offer power and flexibility to the experienced programmer to 
improve performance. At the same time the primitives export a default interface 
of the locking protocol to the naive programmer so that consistency is guaran- 
teed. Transaction processing is achieved in our model by ten system primitives. 
Of these, the six basic primitives - Begin_Transaction, End_Transaction, Com- 
mit, Abort, Read and Write - or their equivalent are available in almost all 
transaction processing systems. In addition, we introduce four new primitives. 
They are: 

sl = SaveWork0; 

Rollback(s/); 

Certify; 

GetSignal [Sll --~ handler1] ... [sl~ -~ handlern]; 

Among these newly introduced primitives, the first two or their equivalent 
are available in quite a few sophisticated transactional systems [8]; however their 
semantics are not exactly the same. All of these primitives can be invoked by the 
programmer from within a transaction. In addition the programmer has access 
to the system variable, rollbackCount, that is associated with each instance of a 
transaction in execution. This variable cannot be modified by the programmer. 

Any piece of program code that is bracketed by the basic primitives Be- 
gin_Transaction and End_Transaction is termed a transaction and inherits the 
ACID property of a transaction. The transaction execution is then coordinated 
by a Transaction Manager (TM) at the security level of the transaction. When 
the TM executes a Begin_Transaction call corresponding to a transaction Ti, it 
establishes the local environment for the transaction. This involves initializing all 
local variables that are used by T~, including the system variable rollbackCount, 
initializing a local instruction list LWi ,  for Ti - which is similar to a transaction 
log except that it keeps track of all instructions executed by Ti including reads - 
initializing a second queue for Ti - the signal queue SQ~ to store signals received 
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by Ti -, establishing the default savepoint for T~ (the notion of savepoints is 
explained a little later) and finally appending a start-transaction record to the 
global transaction log at its security level. After this the TM returns a trans- 
action identifier for T~ to the system and begin execution of the transaction by 
scheduling its operations. 

The End_Transaction primitive signifies the completion (after commit or 
abort) of the transaction Ti. The transaction manager for Ti, TM, releases all 
system resources that Ti acquired during its execution and then forgets about 
Ti. Note that the End_Transaction system call must be preceded by a Commit or 
Abort primitive. The Commit primitive commits the transaction Ti by writing 
a commit record in the transaction log. TM, on executing this primitive, makes 
all of Ti's updates permanent. The Abort primitive on the other hand aborts 
the transaction Ti and TM discards all of Ti changes to the database. The Read 
and Write primitives perform the main database item access operation. 

The SaveWork 0 system primitive establishes a savepoint [8] which causes 
the system to record the current state of processing. Each transaction manager 
writes a savepoint record on the transaction log, while the run-time support of 
the programming language saves the current values of any local variables on 
the volatile memory. SaveWork call returns to the transaction Ti a handle in 
the form of the identifier sl (called a signal label) which can subsequently be 
used to refer to that savepoint. The transaction can reestablish (return to) any 
savepoint by invoking a RollBack command and passing to it the signal label of 
the savepoint that it wants to be restored. Savepoints established at partially 
consistent states of the application can be used as internal restarts points when 
problems are encountered subsequently. Depending on the application logic, the 
transaction programmer can decide to return to the most recent savepoint or 
to any other savepoint. Note that each savepoint established by a transaction is 
local to only that transaction. 

The RollBack(s/) primitive takes as parameter a signal label sl and restores 
the state of the system to the state that existed at the time of the establishment 
of the savepoint sl. The transaction then restarts its execution from the step 
following the sl = SaveWork 0 step. More formally, the result of the RollBack(s/) 
command is the execution of a series of undo(opi) operations, the duals of the 
operations opi. The transaction manager performs a rollback by reading the 
transaction's local instruction list backwards (most-recent-first order). For each 
operation opi that precedes RollBack(s/) and up to the command SaveWork 0 
corresponding to the signal label sl (but excluding the SaveWork 0 command), 
an undo(opi) is executed. The effect of an undo operation is to release any 
lock that opi acquired on a data object, and remove the result of opi from the 
system, as if opi was never executed. Consequently, the data items as well as 
the local program variables are restored to the state at the savepoint sl. Once 
that state has been restored, the RollBack(s/) call terminates. The transaction is 
now ready to re-execute starting from the operation that follows the SaveWork 0 
command. Note that if there is a conditional branching command between the sl 
= SaveWork 0 step and the RollBack(s/) step, then a different set of commands 
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may be executed during the re-execution time, than was executed initially before 
the rollback. 

The Certify command is executed by a transaction Ti after it has acquired its 
last write lock. On execution of this command, the transaction manager sends 
out a certify lock request for each write lock of Ti. If there is no read lock on the 
write locked data item Xk, the Lock Manager converts the write lock to certify 
lock, else delays the lock conversion. The Lock Manager then considers the data 
items xk on which Ti holds certify locks, and checks if there is any higher level 
transaction Tj, not yet committed, that holds a signal lock on Xk. If such a 
transaction Tj exists, the Lock Manager signals the transaction manager for Tj. 
When all such higher level transaction managers have been notified, the Lock 
Manager acknowledges the transaction manager for T~. 

When the transaction manager TM r for the higher level transaction Tj gets 
signals from the Lock Manager, it locates the savepoint which immediately pre- 
cedes the read of the data item identified by the signal. For example, if the signal 
indicates a new value for the data item x, then the signal label sl j  corresponding 
to the savepoint before the operation rj Ix] is chosen. In this case we say that the 
signal label 81j covers the data item x. TM' then associates this signal label with 
the signal and queues up the signal together with the signal label. Eventually 
when Tj  executes a GetSignal call, TM t services all the signals queued up for Tj. 
The way to service the signals is specified as a program code in the GetSignal 
call. 

The GetSignal call has two exit points: a standard one which is the next 
instruction after the GetSignal step and an exceptional continuation which is 
represented by the expression 

[sll -+ hand le r t ] ,  . ~ . , [sl~ -+ handlern]  

Each sti represents a signal label and the corresponding handler represents the 
code to be executed for this signal label (or to be precise for the signal that 
corresponds to this signal label). 

It" there are no signals to be serviced when the GetSignal primitive is executed, 
the primitive returns with a nil value and the computation continues from the 
next instruction(i.e, the standard continuation is followed). On the other hand 
if there is any signal the exceptional continuation is followed. In such a case, 
suppose the signal is for a low data x. Then the signal label s 4  that covers 
x in the transaction is passed to the GetSignal primitive and the exceptional 
continuation represented by the handler six -+ h a n d l e r s  (if any in the body of 
the GetSignal) is executed. If there is no such handler the standard continuation 
is followed. If the handler contains a Rollback(s/z) call, then the state changes 
produced after the savepoint s 4  are undone and the transaction is re-executed 
starting from s 4 .  If there are multiple signals to be serviced TM r considers all 
the signals it has buffered for Tj, and selects one signal to be serviced as follows: 
It selects the signal label that covers all data items that have been signaled. (i.e., 
the signal label that precedes all other signal labels that are generated due to 
"overridden" signal locks). 
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The default invocation for GetSignal is GetSignal[-~ rollback] without spec- 
ifying any signal label. When any signal is received this default GetSignal roll- 
backs the transaction Tj to the savepoint immediately preceding the oldest read 
operation among all the low reads performed by Tj, that need to be redone owing 
to updates by low transactions. If no savepoint has been explicitly established 
in the transaction then it rollbacks to the default savepoint coinciding with the 
Begin_Transaction. It should be noted that the GetSignal call is non-blocking, 
i.e. the call does not wait for the arrival of a signal. If a signal is already available, 
it is serviced, otherwise no action is taken. 

5.1 Transaction Manager Module  

We employ a transaction manager for each security level. The transaction man- 
ager for security level l is responsible for the proper execution of the transac- 
tions at its level. Whenever a transaction manager receives a transaction Ti, 
it initiates two concurrent threads the TransactionRunTimeSupporti and the 
SignalReceiveri. The former thread is responsible for executing the operations 
of the transaction while the latter thread is responsible for managing the sig- 
nals received by the transaction manager from the Lock Manager corresponding 
to Ti. For each active transaction Ti the transaction manager maintains two 
queues SQi (the signal queue) and LWi (the operation queue). Figure 4 gives 
the algorithm for the transaction manager. The transaction manager also have 
several other submodules (for example for recovery purposes etc.) which we do 
not consider in the figure. 

6 C o r r e c t n e s s  o f  t h e  L o c k i n g  A l g o r i t h m  

To guarantee consistency, the transaction programmer has to implement a well- 
formed transaction. A transaction is well-formed in our model if it satisfies the 
following criteria: 

1. The transaction acquires an appropriate lock on a data item before accessing 
it. 

2. The transaction eventually releases all locks that it acquired before it com- 
pletes. 

3. The transaction cannot acquire a lock after it has released any lock unless 
the release of locks occur due to the execution of a RollBack primitive. 

4. The transaction executes a Certify command after its last write operation. 
5. The transaction executes a GetSignal command after the last operation that 

required it to acquire any lock, Moreover, the execution of the GetSignal 
primitive should follow the execution of the Certify command. 

6. The GetSignal call should contain a handler for any signal that may be 
potentially be returned and each handler should specify a RollBack to the 
appropriate signal label. In short the handler should be sl= ~ RollBack(s/z) 
and all low read data items should be covered. 
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T r a n s a c t  i o n M a n a g e r l  ( ) 
/* h is a translat ion function tha t  converts the read / write */  
/* operations on a da ta  i tems into operations on the  appropriate */  
/*  version of the  da ta  i tem * 
for each active t ransact ion T~ at level l do 
create queue SQ~; /* queue for signals for Lock Manager */  
create queue LWi; /* queue for operations executed by T/ */  

cobegin 

thread Transac t ionRunTimeSuppor t  ~ 0 
AppendToQueue(L W~,CurrentInstruction); 
case CurrentInst ruct ion of 

Begin_Transaction: 
perform initialization function and 
establish the  default savepoint; 

End_Transaction: 
free resources assigned for T/ and exit 

l~ead(x): 
if L(x) -~ L(T~) then 

if h(r(x)) = r(xi) then  
/* reading the  version it has  writ ten */  
/* which is already write locked */  
execute read[z/] 

else /*  reading a version x~ */  
wait (LockManager,Ti ,lock,x ,read) 
/* wait till read lock is granted */  
execute read[x j] /* read an old version */  

else /* lower level read */  
wait (LockManager,T~ ,lock,z ,signal) 
execute read[x j] 

Write(x):  
wait (LockManager,Ti ,lock,x,write) 
execute write[z/] /* create a new version */  
sis +- system generated unique savepoint identifier 
AppendToQueue( L Wr174 ) 
re turn(s ly)  

RollBack(s/= ): 
rollback transact ion up to the savepoint denoted by s l ,  in LWI 

Certify: 
let Yl �9 �9 Y~ be the  da ta  i tems 
write locked by TI 
for each yl do 

wait (LockManager,Tr ,lock,yl ,certify) 
GetSignal: 

AppendToQueue(SQi,GetSignalMark)  
/* pu t  a marker in the queue SQi to indicate */  
/* tha t  only those signals in the  queue before */  
/* and up to the  marker will be serviced */  
find the oldest low read operation read[x] from 

the queue SQi among all the  signaled low 
read operations. 

choose the  signal label sl~ immediately preceding 
read[x] in LW/ 

execute handler  code corresponding to sl| 

SaveWork: 

F i g .  4 .  T r a n s a c t i o n  M a n a g e r  M o d u l e  ( c o n t i n u e d  o n  n e x t  p a g e )  
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Commit:  
for all da ta  i tems yi wri t ten by Ti 

discard old version yj 
make new version y~ the only version 

endfor 
for all da ta  i tems zl locked by Ti 

wait (LockManager,T~ ,unlock,z~,mode) 
Abort:  

for all da ta  items yl wri t ten by Ti 
discard new version Yi 

for all da ta  i tems z~ locked by T~ 
wait (LockManager,T~ ,unlock,z~ ,mode) 

endcase 

thread SignalReceiverl 0 
loop 

receive a signal from Lock Manager corresponding to 
a low read da ta  item x 

AppendToQueue(SQ~,x) 
forever 

coend 

endfor 

Fig. 4. Transaction Manager Module (continued from previous page) 

A p p e n d T o Q u e u e ( Q u e u e  - n a m e , I t e m )  Insert  I t e m  at the end of the queue Q u e u e  
Wa i t (LockManage r , T i , op , x , op  - mode)  Send a message to LockManager, The 

message includes the t ransact ion identifier T i  
of the current transaction,  the operation op 
requested of the LockManager, the identifier 
of the da ta  i tem x on which to perform the 
operation and the operation mode op -- mode  

Fig. 5. Notations used in Figure 4 

Note that the naive programmer can be spared the burden of ensuring a 
well-formed transaction by making the execution of the Certify and GetSignal 
commands in the required order, a part of the commit operation and by letting 
the invocation of the GetSignal command be the default invocation. 

In the following we prove that a multilevel two-version data history consisting 
of well-formed transactions is serializable. To do this we follow the approach of [4] 
i.e., show that the serialization graph for the two-version data history is acyclic. 

The interleaving of a set of transactions when they execute concurrently is 
modeled by a history [4]. A history consisting of transactions at different security 
levels is called a multilevel history. In the following discussions we will be using 
the term history to refer to a multilevel history. Also we will use the following 
notations: 
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- The read of a data  item x by a transaction Ti is given as ri[x]. The corre- 
sponding write operation is given by wi[x]. 

- The Certify command in transaction Ti is given as cti and the GetSignal 
command is denoted by gsi. If the GetSignal command returns a signal 
label sl~, it is denoted as gsi(sl~). If a GetSignal call does not return any 
signal, this is designated as gsi(nil) 

- The Commit operation is denoted by ci. 

A read operation presented to the scheduler is converted by a suitable trans- 
lation [unction, h, into a read operation on an appropriate version of the data  
item. More precisely the translation function h is such that  

1. = w i [ x i ]  
2. if w~[x] <i ri[x] then h(ri[x]) = ri[xi] 
3. if wi[x] r Ti or ri[x] <i wi[x] then h(ri[x]) = ri[xj] for some j .  

We define a complete two version history as follows: 

D e f i n i t i o n  1. A complete two-version (2V) history H over a set of transactions 
T = {T1, . . . ,  Tn} is a partial order with ordering relation <H where 

1. H = h(U~=lTi ) for some translation function h; 
2. < H  ~ U  n - i < i ;  

3. for each Ti and all operations p~, qi if p~ <~ q~, then h(p~) <g  h(qi); 
4. for any two conflicting operations p,q E H, either p < g  q or vice versa. 
5. if h(rj[x]) = rj[z~], then wi[xi] <H rj[xi]; 
6. if wi[x] <i ri[x], then h(r~[x]) = r~[x~] and 
7. if h(rj[x]) = rj[x~], i r j,  and cj e H, then c~ < g  cj. 

Henceforth by a two-version history we will assume a complete two-version 
history. Some more definitions required for our proof follows: 

D e f i n i t i o n 2 .  A 2V history H over a set of transactions T = {T1, . . . ,  Tn} is 
serial if H is a totally ordered 2V history such that  for any pair of transactions 
T~, T j e  T, either all of Ti's operations precede all of Tj's, or vice versa. 

D e f i n i t i o n  3. Given a two-version history H over a set of transactions T, trans- 
action T~ E T reads-x-from transaction Tj E T if ri[xj] E H. 

D e f i n i t i o n  4. A serial 2V history H is one-copy serial if whenever Ti reads-x- 
from Tj, either i = j or Tj is the last transaction preceding Ti in H,  tha t  writes 
into x. 

Note that  a serial 2V history H~ can never contain a GetSignal such that  the 
GetSignal generates a roUback computation. This is solely because there is no 
interleaving of the transactions in the history. In other words only gs(nil) can 
be in Hs. However, in general, 2V histories may contain such GetSignal oper- 
ations as generating rollback computations. Consequently, it is not appropriate 
to proclaim the equivalence of a 2V history with any serial 2V history. On the 
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other hand, a rollback computat ion in effect does not modify the file system. 
This leads us to the notion of a rollback-free projection of a 2V history H .  Infor- 
mally, given a 2V history H ,  the rollback-free projection of H is the 2V history 
obtained from H by deleting all the operations tha t  were undone due to the 
rollback command.  

D e f i n i t i o n  5. The rollback-free projection R(H) of a 2V history H is a restric- 
tion of the partial  order ( H , < H ) ,  such tha t  

1. R(H) E H, tha t  is, the operations in R(H) are from the set of operations in 
H and operate  on the same versions of da ta  items; 

2. if opi, swi(st) and rbi(sl) E H such tha t  swi(sl) <H op~ <H rb~(st), then 
both  rbi(sl), opi ~ R(H) ;  

3. any op~ E H not excluded by 2 above is included in R(H) ;  
4. for all opi,opj E R(H),  opi <R(H) opj iff opi <H opj. 

D e f i n i t i o n  6. Two 2V histories H and H r are said to be equivalent and denoted 
by H = H I, if 

1. H and H t are over the same set of t ransactions T ; 
2. both  H and H ~ have the same set of operations and 
3. H and H t have the same reads-from relationships. 

D e f i n i t i o n  7. A 2V history H over a set of t ransactions T is one-copy serial- 
izable if there exists a one copy serial 2V history H ~ over T, such tha t  H t is 
equivalent to the rollback free projection R(H) of H .  

D e f i n i t i o n  8. Given a 2V history H over a set of t ransactions T, if x is a da ta  
i tem operated upon by one or more transactions in T, then a version order for 
x is a total  order for all versions of x in H.  The version order is denoted by << 
and if version xi of x precedes version xj in the version order, we write xi << xj. 

D e f i n i t i o n  9. Suppose tha t  R(H) is the rollback free projection of a 2V history 
H ,  over a set of t ransact ion T and tha t  there is some version order << for each 
i tem x operated on by transact ion Ti E T. A two-version serialization graph for 
R(H) 2VSG(R(H)) is a directed graph such tha t  

- Nodes of 2VSG(R(H)) are transactions in T. 
- There  is directed edge Ti -+ Tj, i ~ j ,  in 2VSG(R(H)) whenever rj[xi] E 

R(H). 
- For each rk[xj] and wi[xi] in R(H), there is a version-order edge Ti --~ Tj if 

xi << x j;  otherwise there is a version order edge Tk ~ Ti. 

With the above definitions of a version order and 2V serialization graph, it 
can be readily shown as in [4] tha t  

T h e o r e m  1{}. If  R(H),  the rollback free projection of a 2V history, H over a 
set of transaction T, has an acyclic 2V serialization graph 2VSG(R(H)), then 
R(H) is one-copy serializable and so is H. 
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Before we show the correctness of our locking protocol, we summarize the 
properties of 2V histories consisting of well-formed transactions. 

1. For every Ti E R(H) ,  the Certify operation of T~, cti, follows all of Ti's write 
operations and precedes Ti's commit. 

2. For every Ti E R(H) the GetSignal operation, gsi, follows the last lock 
operation of Ti and precedes T~'s commit. Also gs~ follows cti. 

3. For every rk[xj] in R(H), if j ~ k, then cj <R(H) rk[xj]; otherwise Wk[Xk] 
<R(z rk[zk]. 

4. For every wk[zk] and rk[xj] E R(H) ,  if Wk[Xk] <R(H) rk[Xj], then j = k. 
5. If rk[xj] and wi[xi] are in R(H), then either cti <R(H) rk[Xj] <R(H) gSj or 

rk[xj] <R (H) gsj <R (H) eti. The reason for this property is as follows. 
Each transaction Ti that  writes x must obtain a certify lock on x before it 
commits. Consequently, for each transaction Tk, at the same security level 
s as Ti tha t  reads x, either Ti must delay its certification until Tk has been 
certified, or else Tk must wait till such time as T~ has released its Certify 
lock on x before it can set its read lock on x. If Tk is at a security level s ~ 
higher than that  of Ti, then there is no need for Ti to delay its certification. 
Rather, Tk is signaled and it has to re-acquire a Signal lock on x to r e - r e a d  
x. Note that  by the lock-compatibility matrix of 1 Tk has to wait for such 
time as Ti has released the Certify lock on x, to re-acquire a Signal lock on 
X. 

6. For every wi[xi] and wj[xj], either cti <R(H) ctj or ctj <R(H) cti. In other 
words the certification of every two transactions that  write the same data  
item are atomic with respect to each other. 

L e m m a 1 1 .  For every rk[xj] and wi[x~], where i,j and k are all distinct, if cti 
<~R(H) rk[Xj], then cti <R(H) etj else if rk[xj] <R(H) Cti, then Ctk <R(H) Cti. 

Proof. Since both  transactions Ti and Tj write to the same data  item x, they 
have to be at the same security level s (say). With transaction Tk then there 
can be two cases viz: security label s' of Tk is strictly higher than those of Ti or 
Tj, i.e. s -< s ~ or security level of Tk is the same as those of Ti or Tj, i.e., s r = s. 
We will consider each of these cases in turn: 

1. s' = s Since rk[xj] E R(H) we must have cj <R(H) rk[Xj]. Also since Tk 
reads-x-from Tj, Tj must have been the last transaction before Tk that  writes 
to x. Hence if Ti is to write to x, (judging by wi[xi] E R(H)), then either 
wi[x4 <R(z) wj[xj] <R(~) rk[xj] or rk[xj] <R(~) w~[x4. Now, 
(a) if ctl <R(H) rk[xj], this means that  wi[xi] <n(H) wj[xj] <R(H) rk[xj]. 

Hence from the properties of histories of well-formed transactions we 
have cti <R(H) ctj, else 

(b) if rk[xj] <R(H) cti, then Ti can have a Certify lock on x only after Tk 
have released the read lock on x. Thus Ck <R(H) cti (because Tk releases 
its read lock at commit time and ctk <R(H) ck) and hence ctk <R(H) cti. 

2. S -< S r As in the previous case Tk reads-x-from Tk and we can have either 
w~[x4 <R(x) wj[x~] <R(~) rk[x~] or r~[xj] <R(~) w~[x4. Now, 
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(a) 

(b) 

if cti <R(H) rk[Xj], then reasoning as in item l(a)  above we have cti 
<R(H) ctj, else 
if rk[xj] <R(H) cti, then if Tk is not yet committed when Ti issues a 
Certify command, rk [xj] will be undone and has to be redone. In order 
for Tk to redo the read of x, it has to acquire a Signal lock on x, and 
this can be done only after Ti has committed. This reasoning leads us 
to conclude if rk[xj] E R(H) ,  then Tk must commit before Ti issues the 
certify command otherwise at best we can have rk[xi] E R(H). Hence 
Ctk <~R(H) Cti. 

Hence the proof. 

L e m m a  12. Given two well-formed transactions Ti and Tj, if there is an edge 
Ti -+ Tj in 2VSG(R(H)) then gsi <~R(H) gSj. 

Proof. The edge Ti -~ Tj occurs in R(H) in two ways viz.: 

1. if Tj reads-x-from Ti, i.e., rj[xi] E R(H) 
2. if rk[xj] and w~[xi] are in R(H) and x~ << xj. 

Note that  if the edge T~ -~ Tj exists in R(H) owing to reason (1) above, then Tj 
cannot be at a security level lower than Ti. It can only be at a equal or higher 
security level. Ti and Tj cannot be at incomparable security level because of the 
fact tha t  they both operate on the same data  item x and Ti's operation is a 
write. 

1. If Ti and Tj are at the same security level, then the read operation rj [xi] has 
to be delayed till after the Certify lock held on x by Ti has been released, 
i.e., till after the commit of T~. Also since each transaction is well formed we 
have rj[xi] <(R(H) g8j. Thus we have cti <R(H) gsi <R(H) ci <R(H) rj[xi] 
<R(H) gsj. 

2. H Tj is at a security level higher than that  of Ti the same reasoning as the 
above holds. 

On the other hand if the edge Ti -+ Tj is a version order edge which occurs due 
to some other  transaction Tk, then Ti and Tj have to be at the same security 
level (they both write to x), and Tk can either be at the same security level as 
either Ti or Tj or has to be at a higher security level. 

1. If Tk is at the same security level as either Ti or Tj then from lemma 11 
we must have either cti <R(H) ctj or etk <R(H) cti. Now since xi << xj and 
rk[xj] E R(H) we cannot have ctk <R(H) cti. Again since Ti and Tj both 
write to x, one of them can issue a Certify command only after the commit 
of the other. Thus owing to these two reasons we must have the following 
cti <~R(H) gsi <~R(H) ai <~R(H) ctj <~R(H) gsj <R(H) Cj. 

2. If Tk is at a higher security level than both Ti and Tj then also the same 
reasoning as in above holds 

Thus finally we have gsl <R(H) gsj. 
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T h e o r e m  13. A 2V history consisting solely of well-formed transactions is one- 
copy serializable (1SR). 

Proof. By definition of one-copy serializable histories, the rollback-free projec- 
tion R(H) of the history H need only be considered. We will show that  the 
serialization graph for R(H) ,  2VSG(R(H)) does not contain any cycle. 

By lemma 12 we have already shown that  the edges in 2VSG(R(H)) are 
in GetSignal order, i.e., if Ti -4 Tj in 2VSG(R(H)),  then gs~ (R(H) gsj. If 
2VSG(R(H)) is to contain a cycle of the form T1 ~ T2 -4 .. .  -+ Tn --+ T1, then 
we must have gsl <R(H) gs2 <n(H) . . .  dR(H) g8n-1 dR(H) gSn dR(H) gSl. 

Clearly this is a contradiction. 
That  is 2VSG(R(H)) is acyclic and hence our proof. 

7 C o n c l u s i o n s  

We have proposed a secure lock based concurrency control protocol that  uses two 
versions of the data  - one a committed version while the other a non-committed 
version. All read operations proceed on the committed version while the write 
operation proceeds on the uncommitted version. 

Almost all transaction processing mechanisms maintain before image infor- 
mation (i.e. the last committed version) of at least those data  items which have 
been updated by active transactions (i.e. the current non-committed version) for 
recovery purposes in case these updating transactions abort.  Thus using these 
two versions of data  for concurrency control does not entail any additional cost 
to data  management and hence seems to be useful. Version management is thus 
cheaper than that  in [11] or [1]. Moreover unlike [1] or [14] we do not impose 
any deadline within which transactions must complete if they read data  at dom- 
inated levels. Last but  not the least, as all read operations - high or low - are 
performed on the most recent committed version, none is ever given an outdated 
copy (as in some of the multi-version protocols). 

The  advanced transaction mechanism that  we have proposed allows the so- 
phisticated programmer to have more control over the concurrency control pro- 
tocol. With the help of our transaction control primitives the advanced program- 
mer can incorporate advanced programming paradigms like exception handling, 
partial rollback and forward recovery within the transaction framework. This 
enables him to achieve correctness criteria less stringent than serializability if a 
particular application allows it while at the same time guarantee serializability 
if so required. 
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